
    

 

PhD offer in Soft Matter  

 

 

Designed fluids and gels  

made of soft and responsive nanogels  
 

 

Keywords: Soft matter, Nano-/Microgels, Responsive polymers, Yield-stress fluids, Interfaces.  

 

Context: The YIELDGAP project is an Innovative Training Network (ITN – Marie Slodowska 

Curie action) involving 9 academic and 4 industrial partners from 7 European countries, dedicated 

to a better understanding of yield-stress fluids, from fundamental systems to industrial fluids, using 

experimental and modelling approaches. This ITN will develop a European multi-disciplinary, 

intersectoral educational research framework, to comprehensively train 12 early stage researchers to 

PhD level, among which the PhD offer described below. 

For more information: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/955605 

 

Summary of the project: Hydrogel particles are 

more and more used as formulation additives in 

many industrial applications, either in the dilute 

state, to control the dispersion state or the stability 

of emulsions or foams, but also in the concentrated 

regime, as rheological modifiers or suspending 

fluids. These soft and deformable particles are very 

often stimuli-responsive, being swollen in good 

solvent but collapsing upon changing the solvent-

polymer interactions. Interestingly, responsive 

nano-/microgels lead to smart fluids: in the swollen state, the jammed particulate assemblies behave 

as yield-stress fluids which become dilute and purely viscous fluids in the collapsed state. 

Nowadays, there is a real need to understand the role of their microstructure and interactions on the 

macroscopic properties of the suspensions.  

 

In the thesis, we plan to synthesize new nano-/microgels of controlled structure ranging from model 

microgels to functional and biodegradable ones made of polysaccharides.  After a thorough 

investigation of their microstructure, through their characterization in the dilute state and the study 

of their behavior at liquid interfaces, we will study their rheological behavior in various volume 

fraction regimes. The structure-properties relation will be studied by varying 1) the particle 

elasticity, 2) the particle microstructure, 3) particle-particle interactions. A peculiar attention will be 

dedicated to self-healing materials, with extended interest in biomedical applications (tissue 

engineering, drug delivery).  

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/955605


    

 

Job description: 

 

The successful candidate will work at the ISM and CRPP on the following activities: 

- Synthesis of model polymer particles and original ones made of biopolymer; 

- Characterization of the particle microstructure (individual scale): scattering techniques, zeta 

potential, imaging (electron microscopy, optical microscopy, AFM); 

- Study of their behavior in solution, dilute and concentrated state, under stimulus: phase 

diagram, rheological studies 

- Study of their behavior at interfaces: adsorption kinetics and surface elasticity using pendant 

drop method and Langmuir films, formulation of emulsions … 

- Some mobility periods to Paris, Stockholm and Patras, are planned. 

 

Supervision:  

- Pr Valérie RAVAINE, ISM ; valerie.ravaine@enscbp.fr;  tel : +33-(0)556846613. 

- Dr Véronique SCHMITT, CRPP, veronique.schmitt@crpp.cnrs.fr; tel : +33-(0)556845667 

 

In collaboration with Dr Michel Cloître (ESPCI) 

 

Host institution: University of Bordeaux 

- Institut des Sciences Moléculaires (ISM, CNRS UMR 5255, NSYSA group) located at 

ENSCBP, Pessac, France 

- Centre de Recherche Paul Pascal (CRPP, CNRS UMR5031), located in Pessac, France.  

Founding: H2020-EU - Innovative Training Network (Marie Slodowska Curie Action). 

Candidate profile:  

- Experimentalist, graduated in Physical-chemistry of polymers and colloids 

- Spoken and written competences in English and/or French (C1 level or higher) 

- Aptitude for team-working ; ability to work independently, in a highly organized fashion  

As this is an ITN EU initiative with a mobility requirement, eligible candidates must not have lived, 

studied or worked in France for more than 12 months in the last 3 years before their recruitment 

How to apply: e-mail the following documents 

- CV including your relevant professional experience and knowledge. 

- Application letter with a brief description of why you want to pursue research studies, about 

what your academic interests are and how they relate to your previous studies and future 

goals. (Maximum 2 pages long) 

- Copies of diplomas and grades from previous university studies and certificates of fulfilled 

language requirements (see above). Translations into English or French if the original 

document is not issued in one of these languages 

- Recommendation letters are welcome. 

Starting period: 1
st
 semester 2021.  
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